
FALLfest

The Thrill of it All. The schoolwide event,
Fall Fest, lands on September 28. Although
this event happened earlier in the year than

normal, there was still an autumn breeze that
put students in the mood for fall activities.
Brynn Wooten '19, Abby Risma '19, and

Sarah Risma '21, huddled together and
smiled in joy as their fun day was just

beginning. Meanwhile, Noah Aguilar '21
tried to dodge the rotating arm of "The

Eliminator".

Nothing says fall like a photo
shoot with your friends. The

yearbook staff used a white sheet,
banners, and PVC pipe to create
the perfect fall backdrop. One of

the yearbookers who helped make
it possible was Drew Narum '20.

"We got the inspiration from
Pinterest. I had to fit two nine feet

long pipes into my tiny Ford
Taurus, which was a bit of a

pain," Drew explained. The happy
moments with friends warmed up

the chilly day.

Photo Fun!

Showing off their school spirit,
Sierra Tybon, Molly Floyd,

Megan Pottratz, and Hannah
Martinko '19 decorated white

pants with black and gold paint
along with many other senior girls.

Ty Westbrook '21

Kristen Capan '19
Brianna Lewis '19

Josh Hare '19

Gianna Niccolai '22
Bryon Smith '22
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61fall fest

Let's Get Rowdy
License to Chill. Dedicated fans were there
to support the team no matter the weather.
Huddling together for warmth, Molly Smith,
Alex Duffy, and Keely Brunkow '19 cheered
on the boys during the Homecoming Soccer
Game. "That's what jackets are for, and when
everyone is there cheering, it's warmer," Alex
remarked. After everyone fought through the
cold, the game came to an end with a tied
score of 0-0.

During the festivities, Iza Nowak '20
takes a chance by fighting through an
ankle injury to help people make it up
the climbing wall. Meanwhile, Shiara
Mateo and Cody Estep '20 listened to
some tunes while playing Spikeball.

Ellie Wall '19
Luke Anderson '20

Ford Krout '21 Grant Anderson '19

Jonah DeLisa '19
Maurice Nelson '19
Zane Lohoefener '19

Alessandra Donat '22
Olivia Rivera '22

Ms. Luceri
Mrs. Garcia

Katelyn Strauber '19

Grace Norman '21
Andrew Hausmann '21

Kylie Hughes '21

Spencer Zieske '21
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